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Operation Green Zone, Tontz and Gerardo

182, Building Resilience in Students in Higher Education, Jessica Anderson

Session II, Thursday (March 5th) with Derek and Adeste: Advising and Recruiting

Academic Advisor Certification Program (Pre-Conference Session)

262, Extending Aloha Outside the Office, Furukawa & Louie

# 182, Building Resiliency in Higher Education, Jessica Anderson

No Money, No Problem! Session #1. USC Team.

Building Resilience in Students in Higher Education #182

P7 Really? Mandatory Advising? Can We Do That?! Bridget Driscoll, Joshua Loudon, California State University, Fullerton

Four Fish - Kurt DelaCruz it was real and it spoke to home. it was relevant vbecause in this day and age, we often overlook ourselves because we are so busy taking care of
everyone else.

#291 Technology to Enhance Advising: Basic Implementation of Online Tools, Cheri Kau, Stephanie Kraft-Terry, University of Hawaii at Manoa

Building Resilience in Students in Higher Education

There were some good ones, but nothing particularly relevant to me.

Technology to Enhance Advising, #291, Cheri Kau and Stephanie Kraft-Terry

258, Where's the Aloha? De-Stigmatizing the Helicopter Parent, Mari Ono, Alyssa Kapaona, University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa I wanted to recommend this for best of region but I
didn't turn in the form. Please add a vote to this session for best of region.

#267 Developing a Proactive Advising Curriculum to Facilitate Student Learning, Stephanie Kraft-Terry and Cheri Kau

Destigmatizing helicopter parents, Mari Ono and Alyssa Kapaona

#258, "Where's the Aloha? De-Stigmatizing the Helicopter Parent," Mari Ono & Alyssa Kapaona

317 Students Path to Success and Their Self-perceived Challenges, Ryoko Sekiguchi and Dawn Nishida

Session 2, Strengthening Advising Ohana, Wilcox, Dillon, Lanigan, Vivar

Session #336 Selecting a Career: A Struggle Between What Parents Want and What Students Want

Guardian Foster Kids Program, they do so much more than we do in Hawaii. I hope to try some new ideas and see if we in the UH System can crank it up another notch. Sorry I
don't have the other information right now, it was Friday at 11:00AM

208 | Really? Mandatory Advising? Can We Do That?! | Joshua Loudon, CalState Fullerton

Session 5: Building Ohana in the Classroom Among First Generation Students: The Integral Role of Integrated Academic Support

135, Writing for NACADA, Charlie Nutt, Bob Hurt & Craig McGill

196, The Four Fishes: An Island Perspective Designed to Enhance Your Advising Practice, Kurt Dela Cruz 184, Career Advising 101, Hector Carrillo 326, Changing Minds:
Helping Students Achieve Success, Heather Hatch & Sarah Wong

Writing for NACADA

Technology to Enhance Advising: Basic Implementation of Online Tools by Cheri Kau & Stephanie Kraft-Terry at U of Hawaii Manoa

Sophomore Success #324 Dereghishian, Weiland, Avila

Charlie Nutt's keynote address

The Four Fishes: An Island Perspective (Kurt Dela Cruz)

Thursday 9:00 a.m. - No Money ? No Problem! Maintaining High Morale with your Hui (Team) USC: Wong, Martinez, Mateen, Brrown, Holdren

Building Ohana in the Classroom Among 1st Generation Students: The Integral Role of Integrated Academic Support (Anthony Scinta, ADeste Sipin, Nevada State College)

I found them all valuable

Developing a Green Zone: Paul Tontz and Gerardo Ureno

Session 218, Strengthening Our Advising Ohana: Introducing the Advancing Practice Professional Development Program, Elizabeth Wilcox, Amber Dillon, Donna Vivar, Maire
Lanigan University of California Berkeley

#307, Helping Students "Rise Up" Through Proactive Advising Selyna Beverly and Lea Manske

Session #222 Advising "Best Practices" in an Undergraduate Professional Degree program

Concurrent III on Thurs before lunch, on De-stigmatizing Helicopter Parents, presented by Mari and Alyssa from UH Manoa -- I found it very challenging, wish there was more
time!

I enjoy the session on #182, Building Resilience in Student in Higher Education by Jessica Anderson. I work with a population of students that were maybe the top students in
high school but are not alway in our programs.

218, Strengthening Our Advising Ohana Wilcox, Dillon, Lanigan, Vivar

349, The Road to Self-Care, a Journey to C.A.R.E.-a-Lot, LaShonda King

Aloha Sophomores: Best Practices for Sophomore Success
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Writing for NACADA

Session # 218: Strengthening Our Advising Ohana: Introducing the Advancing Practice Professional Development Program

Writing as a Spiritual Practice for Advising Professionals, Susan Hagstrom U of CA Berkeley

Writing For Nacada; Technology to Enhance Advising; Developing a Proactive Advising Curriculum to Facilitate Student Learning

B182, Building Resilience in Students in Higher Education, Jessica Anderson, Stanford University

Professional Refresh career shift F5

Career Advising 101, Hector Carrillo (sp?).

Spiritual Writing

CBU's approach to advising is teaching, #205, Kristina Gibeault, Deanna Meyer

Session #258 - Where's the Aloha? De-Stigmatizing the Helicopter Parent (Mari Ono & Alyssa Kapaona)

#28 - On-campus and Online Advising: How to Use the Best of Both to Enhance the Advising Experience - Farifteh Shahbazian and Marina Zarate

Total Responses 54

Statistic Value



2. Overall, I thought the Conference was:

1 Advanced Mailing, Publicity, Etc. 0 2 31 58 91 3.62

2 Conference Location 0 5 27 65 97 3.62

3 Facilities 4 9 42 41 96 3.25

4 Meals 2 22 27 44 95 3.19

5 Registration Process 0 1 26 69 96 3.71

6 Keynote Charlie Nutt 1 4 9 74 88 3.77

7 Opening Reception 2 1 19 50 72 3.63

8 Quality of the Concurrent Sessions 1 11 46 38 96 3.26

9 Closing Wrap Up 5 9 30 23 67 3.06

10 Overall, I thought the conference was: 0 2 44 50 96 3.50

Min Value 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2

Max Value 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Mean 3.62 3.62 3.25 3.19 3.71 3.77 3.63 3.26 3.06 3.50

Variance 0.28 0.34 0.63 0.75 0.23 0.34 0.43 0.49 0.78 0.29

Standard
Deviation 0.53 0.59 0.79 0.87 0.48 0.58 0.66 0.70 0.89 0.54

Total
Responses 91 97 96 95 96 88 72 96 67 96

# Question Poor Fair Good Very Good Total Responses Mean

Statistic Advanced Mailing,
Publicity, Etc.

Conference
Location Facilities Meals Registration

Process

Keynote
Charlie

Nutt

Opening
Reception

Quality of the
Concurrent
Sessions

Closing
Wrap

Up

Overall, I thought
the conference was:



3. How many REGIONAL conferences have you attended before this
conference?

1 None 40 41%

2 1-2 33 34%

3 3-4 15 15%

4 5 or more 9 9%

Total 97

Min Value 1

Max Value 4

Mean 1.93

Variance 0.94

Standard Deviation 0.97

Total Responses 97

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



4. How did you learn of this conference? (Mark all that apply)

1 Talking with a colleague 51 53%

2 E-mail announcement from NACADA 61 63%

3 Other: 21 22%

NACADA Annual Conference

Region 9 member

Advising Council Meeting

website

Director of my dept

NACADA website

National Conference last year

Supervisor

My supervisor told me I was going.

Last years' conference

google search

I am CA State Liaison

National Conference NACADA

Attending Annual Conference Meeting Reg 9 meeting

Member of Region 9 Steering Committee

I'm on the region steering committee

Previous Regional Planning Committee

NACADA Website

my supervisor said I should go when I was hired last summer; my colleagues coordinated the conf

Min Value 1

Max Value 3

Total Responses 97

# Answer Bar Response %

Other:

Statistic Value



5. To what extent did the conference meet your expectations?

1 Not at all 0 0%

2 Some 19 20%

3 Most 47 48%

4 All 31 32%

Total 97

Min Value 2

Max Value 4

Mean 3.12

Variance 0.51

Standard Deviation 0.71

Total Responses 97

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



6. Which of the following best describes your primary role at your institution?

1 Faculty Advisor 2 2%

2 Academic Advisor 55 57%

3 Counselor 6 6%

4 Academic Advisor/Counselor 11 11%

5 Advising Administrator 14 14%

6 Administrator with responsibilities over several areas, one of which is advising 4 4%

7 Graduate student 0 0%

8 Institutional position supports advising i.e. Registrar, admissions, financial aid, etc. 2 2%

9 Affiliated with a college or university but not in any of the roles previously mentioned 1 1%

10 Not affiliated with an institution of higher education 0 0%

11 Other: 2 2%

Total 97

and Academic Success Coaching Coordinator

Academic Advisor/Outreach Coordinator

Min Value 1

Max Value 11

Mean 3.25

Variance 3.90

Standard Deviation 1.97

Total Responses 97

# Answer Bar Response %

Other:

Statistic Value



7. How many years have you been in advising? (as an advisor, administrator, or
faculty member)

1 Less than 5 years 27 28%

2 5-10 years 36 38%

3 11-20 years 19 20%

4 More than 20 years 14 15%

Total 96

Min Value 1

Max Value 4

Mean 2.21

Variance 1.03

Standard Deviation 1.01

Total Responses 96

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



8. In what ways was this conference valuable to you?

Connecting with others, learning skills and programs from other advisors.

Broadened awareness of collaborative roles in higher education

Connecting with colleagues, sharing ideas and best practicies, etc.

Networking

Networking opportunities were plentiful and sessions were useful.

Met interesting and fun people, learned new information that I can apply to my role as an advisor, and conference location could not be beat.

I loved hearing the different sessions and learning what other institutions did on the same topic.

Some good sessions! The pre-conference workshops were my favorite.

I was able to meet other advisors who execute services to students differently which gave me some perspective how to modify or compliment they way I work with students

It brought up some really poignant issues with the keynote speaker that the region needs to address as a whole.

Attending some of the concurrent sessions

Collaboration

New ideas to explore in working with my diverse student population.

Hearing the innovative ideas from other colleagues during the concurrent sessions. Being inspired as a professional.

Hearing about the technology and programs that other institutions are utilizing

Most of the sessions were good, but some were not as the title or description suggested. I took away some great tools that I can incorporate into my counseling/advising.

Pre-conference workshops and concurrent sessions provided new ideas and inspirations that I can take back to my institution. Networking opportunities were invaluable!

The sessions were helpful to my work as a counselor. After attending the sessions I felt as a group we have to learn new approaches to counseling versus improving the
morale. If you have a good relationship with your collegues and leaders, wouldn't your work improve?

meeting other colleagues and finding out more about what they are doing on their campuses.

Good networking opportunity for meeting others in our region.

Networking and learning about what other institutions are doing

Learn new methods and techniques.

Networking with colleagues and learning about important topics in higher educ that is applicable to my job.

Concurrent Sessions

Hearing about successful programs instituted by other Universities. Learning more about current research, trends in the field, etc.

networking and learning more about the advising profession and the challenges that they face

A variety of topics that were pertinent to the profession, university student population, and univerity policies.

Information and knowledge gained were practical and can be used in my daily work.

Any professional development conference are valuable. The ability to network and learn from other collegues and bring back ideas to implement in our institution is great.

NACADA leadership was accessible and approachable. Attended sessions that are relevant to my work and was able to network with folks from other campuses. Conference
was a good size - still able to network with a variety of people and still felt intimate and manageable.

I really loved the inspirational Keynote speaker Charlie Nutt, I was happy to see my Chancellor there for his awesome presentation. I feel good about what I do, hearing it from
someone else made me appreciate what we do for students and reminds me to always keep that as a priority.

Because of the unique location of this years conference, there was more diversity at this regional conference than others that I have attended in terms of participants and
sessions. I appreciated the inclusion of unique sessions offered through a cultural lens, focused on professional development within Advising, or addressing concerns of
personal health and practice.

I was grateful that I could present with my student advisors and provide professional development This conference really provided many great opportunities to network. Even
though I work at the host institution, volunteering

Attended some great sessions, providing multiple things to think about and consider. Met people from other campuses near mine, extending my network. Helped support the
fact that this is my calling in life and nice to be around like minded individuals.

As always, the opportunity to interact with colleagues made the experience valuable.

It gave me ideas to make changes in my First Semester presentations. I've been doing it for so long and wanted new material.

Talking to peers to see what they are doing on their campus. I really enjoyed the sessions that dealt with online advising & technology.

Networking and learning about best practices at other institutions

This conference was invigorating. I am an "old timer" and seeing how we can utilize technology is a bit overwhelming but stimulating. I know we can be so much more efficient
and I learned that our current students expect electronic advising (and see this as a must to provide them with the customer service they feel they deserve)! Mahalo to all!

This Conference provides the space to learn about best and promising practices and programs at higher ed institutions, to connect with colleagues and be inspired by the work
of others. I truly enjoyed the Keynote Speaker, and the workshops about Resilience, Writing as a Spiritual Exercise and Programs to help students who were in foster care
placement succeed!

It was wonderful to see how comfortable everyone was in their own skins. There didn't seem to be any performance anxiety at all, which speaks very highly of the organization.
Everyone is here to help everyone!!

Charlie Nutt's keynote was the most valuable because of his emphasis on advising becoming more embedded in the teaching/learning mission of the college or university. I
think this is critical to our effectiveness, so I would like to see more on this topic at future conferences.

I work with international students so it was great to hear ideas from other universities.

Sessions were informative, and networking event(s) were useful.

Great ideas and meeting other colleagues

Text Response



Great to see first hand new knowledge shared by all.

Took away key important information from a few sessions. Networking with colleagues.

Networking and learning from professional colleagues at other institutions.

* Networking * Professional development workshops * Inspiration from keynote speaker and emcees

Networking

Collaborating and hearing what other institutions are going regarding communication with students, retention and working with faculty for students academic success

Learning from colleagues/presentations about effective use of technology to enhance the student advising process. Additionally, learning about innovative advising
approaches to better assist minority students.

strengthened personal sense of professionalism; reaffirmed my commitment to the profession, no just the "job"; motivated attempted growth and new goal setting

Although I have only one official title, I wear several hats at my institution. Several of the sessions fell into some of my areas of responsibilities.

I am from Hawaii but now live in Los Angeles. It was WONDERFUL to see Hawaii representation and to hear what's going on in Hawaii. At most regional and annual we do not
have the opportunity to see many Hawaii schools so this was eye-opening and great support for the island schools.

Great time to get away from office to get motivated in such a beautiful location! Region 9 has grown and the relationships I have made with various members across the Region
have been great, so I value seeing them annually at the regional conference!

Networking, rejuvenation, new ideas, professional development

I enjoyed learning about different ways to approach students situations. It was also nice to meet people with similiar student populations and discuss the approach to things.

Great networking opportunities, valuable concurrent sessions.

networking, inspiration from others to continue doing excellent work in advising

Sessions, Meeting new people, presenting, relaxing in another state, the Aloha spirit

I learned a lot on the various ways to help support our students on campus which made me more motivated when I returned back to campus.

I really enjoyed the "Don't Leave your Students Stranded on an Island" session and "Writing for NACADA." I enjoy the sessions that are more interactive and detailed.

It is always good to learn about best practices from colleagues. I came home with a lot of ideas about how to better my advising practice and my unit based on what I learned at
the conference.

I really enjoyed networking with others from different institutions. They were able to give some insight as to how advising works on their campus and how I might be able to
incorporate that into my adivising.

Networking and the opportunity to learn from colleagues about their perspectives/approach to issues.

Learning about tech in advising, creating proactive advising curriculums, and professional development.

Networking, getting ideas for how to improve our services. Feeling valued as a professional and among colleagues, getting the experience of presenting a poster.

I was able to attend multiple sessions on student learning outcomes and leave with more in depth knowledge about how to develop them.

Networking

Networking with fellow academic advisors from a multitude of backgrounds, hearing best practices at other institutions and learning from those who are facing similar issues.

Content of concurrent sessions - staying current with adivsing advances, networking, presenting

inspired by what colleagues have accomplished in their roles as academic advisors/counselors as far as providing practical, student focused services. Enjoy networking. Mr.
Nutt made important points that hopefully uh administrators "heard" and will act on...

I came back with practical things that can change how I advise students. I loved the variety of options offered for the concurrent sessions.

Provided me with the knowledge that we are ahead in some of the initiatives than our other region 9 schools. Amazing opportunity to meet colleagues and discuss their
institutions and share knowledge.

The sessions were excellent, providing very helpful and interesting information as a newer academic advisor; I was able to learn how other institutions are functioning with
regard to AcAd; I was able to meet and network with others; Charlie Nutt's keynote was inspiring

Gained a lot of ideas to implement at my place of employment.

Total Responses 77

Statistic Value



9. My recommendations for future conferences include: (topics/speakers/external
activities/type/length of sessions, etc.)

Separate speeches from meal times. It was hard to hear over the din of plates and table side chatter.

More session on the career ladder and the continued professionalization of advisement

less overlap between concurrent session presentations. more room in concurrent session rooms.

Hotel closer to Wakiki

More space, every session I attended had participants sitting on the floor. This is a good problem to have for the most part!

None that I can think of at this time.

It sounds like you all didn't expect as many attendees as attended, so it's understandable that many of the concurrent sessions were overbooked with attendees.

I wish there was better content material during the sessions or chosen more intently. Some presenters read off of slides and presented data that was rather new (1 semester
with no baseline). Was expecting more resources or ideas to take home.

Do not run the business meeting during lunch. It would be fine to precede it, but the pomp and circumstance seemed lost for award winners with the event running during lunch.

More on graduate student focused topics

Making sure that the proposal's from the presenters indicate that they will be sharing a new and/or inivative practice

I attended both preconference workshops and the first time orientation and they went back to back with no break and no lunch provided! I had to run up to my room and grab a
granola bar. If you do that again, I would suggest shorter preconference times and a lunch break and then only 1/2 hr for the first time orientation.

Ensuring there is adequate seating for each session. Most sessions were filled and people were sitting on the floor or hovering at the back. I was not able to attend a session I
really wanted to because the room was filled to the brim.

Some of the sessions seemed like presenters were reading off an assignment or report that didn't connect with the purpose of their session. Those that were supposed to be
about specific topics didn't share how those topics worked or how they were used. I think for the most part the topics were ok, it just wasnt what i expected going in to it and
sitting through it.

Would be great to have more sessions that focus on the community colleges.

I think the next conference will be great. Focus on the human side to counseling.

Room size needs to account for larger groups - more time after presentations to talk with attendees.

If having a half-day, don't end it at hotel check-out times. Many people had to miss the last session of the day to check out at their hotels.

Bigger Rooms to fit all the attendees wanting to attend different conference sessions

I did a poster session and having it during breakfast meant no one came until 845 when we were supposed to be taking them down. I wuld recommend a dessert/happy
hour/appetizer/etc. reception at 4pm for poster sessions. The morning is too early and no one comes. Posters should also be able to be left up for at least one full day as part of
the conference, so that people can look at them.

The organizers did a fantastic job. If funds allow, bring in a key note speaker from outside of the NACADA organization.

longer sessions....50 minutes a little too short for some of the topics

Conference rooms for presentations were small.

1. Have a breast feeding room available near the conference sessions. Unfortunately, i was lucky that we were in a hotel but had to go to my room to pump which took time out
of the sessions. 2. Have large rooms available for sessions. I missed out on 3 of the sessions I wanted to attend on Thursday that were held at the Pakalani room. Had to go to
Plan B which caused disruptions

Not as many speakers during lunch, it made it feel too long. Possible "tracks" or categories of sessions - for example, for new professionals, working with specific student
populations, advisor professional development, etc.

Some rooms were a bit too crowded and people were sitting on the floor. The Hibisics room wasn't available so classes were held in a nightclub setting and seating wasn't very
adequate.

Add modern practice in Career Counseling and Advising Community College students.

A commitment to fostering and developing diversity among participants and sessions, encouraging unique proposals that are related to Academic Advising but include creative
and/or alternative perspectives and/or practices to the profession.

Change when the poster presentations are being showcased - nobody cares so early in the morning!

I believe some sessions could be longer. Longer conference.

Make the sessions longer so folks actually have time to discuss. Offer a better variety of sessions; in this conference, there were far too many sessions of the "this is how we do
___ on my campus" type. And, ensure the rooms are large enough to hold everyone who wants to attend.

Have big enough rooms to accommodate sessions. Might be good to have a preliminary "count" as to what people might attend. I know people change their minds but good to
know which ones are the more sought after ones to put them in a larger room.

There needed to be a few minutes between the keynote speaker/lunch and the first afternoon session so that people have time to use the restroom.

Longer breaks between sessions. Not able to present and attend the next session. Maybe offer some of the same sessions more than once. There were several I wanted to
attend but they were full and I was left selecting another session last minute.

Would love to hear more from California Baptist University -- this was an awesome session. Also would love to attend another session with Susan Hagstrom, UC Berkeley. Her
pre-conference session was so well organized and jammed full of counseling gems!

In the majority of workshops that I attended, 50 minutes was insufficient to cover substantive content and allow for invaluable questions and answers. I recommend allowing for
longer workshops.

have enough time for presenters to set up. the conference rooms weren't really was set up right for the event. small rooms, no screen for the slide show (pwerpoint), not enough
seating.

Topics: How can advisors teach students more effectively and assess their learning?

Make sure that the rooms are big enough to seat everyone that wants to attend.

The only tghink I would recommend is having maybe a closing ceremony and an awards ceremony. Awards diner/ceremony can be to recognize supporters, etc.

Keep the networking on-site when possible, unless sponsored.

Text Response



Keep the networking on-site when possible, unless sponsored.

Definitely support returning to Hawaii in 2 years :):) Maybe have a NACADA Luau one night for everyone!!!

Spend less time on opening/closing ceremonies. Giving attendees the opportunity to network at lunch is important. That said, the keynote speaker was excellent.

More time between sessions (there was limited time to ask additional questions, use the restroom)

Opening and/or closing speaker or presentation

Information on the process of developing an academic advising program, syllabus and building the infrastructure. Hearing more about effective technology regarding
communication with students in an online environment and working specifically with adult learners

DACA students, latino transfer students, veteran student issues, VA financial support for veteran students,

Charlie Nutt was awesome. I would like to have him present or speak at future conferences.

There is never enough time. I wonder if sessions could be a full 60 minutes instead of 50 minutes?

50 minute sessions seemed rushed; would like to tour host campus(es), area tours/activities specifically for attendees rather than through hotel agency.

Don't try and have the business meeting during the luncheon/keynote.

consider gauging interests in sessions to see if rooms will hold more? Also maximize room set up. The room with the round tables for the New Attendee Orientation limited
many people from comfortably attending sessions in that room.

Bigger session rooms: There were several sessions I really wanted to get into but the rooms were too packed. It's hard to travel to a conference and not be able to see a session
you had anticipated going to. Length of sessions were just right!

Some of the session descriptions did not match the presentations.

I've been very impressed with the work that Elizabeth Wilcox is doing at UC Berkeley. She could be a great keynote speaker.

It would have been nice to have a little more time between concurrent sessions, also time was needed between pre-conferences. Many that went to the orientation did not get to
eat lunch. It's minor, but having a little food in your belly help keep you awake and engaged in the afternoon pre-conference.

I would recommend a different time for the poster sessions. Perhaps an afternoon poster session attached to a snack break or in between concurrent sessions or at the end of
the day and tied to a dessert/cocktail reception.

Fewer longer sessions. Maybe two 1h15 min/1h 30 min sessions in Friday instead of three. It's hard to take in so much info so fast providing a few more mins to digest it would
be nice.

I think the 45-50 minutes for a session is perfect. Thursday's lunch was too long and heavy, and we didn't have a long enough break to catch our breath and use the restroom
before the afternoon sessions, so I could see that everyone was exhausted and not as engaged as they could have been.

larger concurrent session rooms, AlaMoana IS in Hawaii, but a very noisy area 24/7

vet pre conference better as some seem to have limited presentations and instead broke up into groups. guess when you pay additional for pre conference, hope to get ideas,
tips and what worked well. Seems like group work was used as a filler as presenters did not have enough to present.. (Tap into Ohana)

Rooms in which the sessions were head were too small, technology was not up to part, there wasn't adequate screens to clearly project the presentations.

ensure the rooms are sufficient in size - the Pakalana room was excessively too small (and then to have two tables in the back of the room reduced the number of chairs that
could be included)

Total Responses 63

Statistic Value



10. Additional comments:

Great conference overall and I learned so much. Amazing location, too!

Thanks for a great experience.

Charlie Nutt is awesome!!

Charlie Nutt was a fantastic speaker.

facility was not large enough to manage all the attendees. Could not attend some of the break out sessions I had hoped to due to no space

The room capacity was an issue. There were sessions I couldn't get into because of lack of seats. I would suggest you send a preconference survey of sessions people plan to
attend so that you can plan the room size. I also felt the 50 minute time slot was too short. I would rather see the conference extended to 2 full days and have 1 hr 15 min.
sessions with more depth.

Charlie Nutt was amazing. He is an awesomer speaker! I was disappointed that there was no closing to this conference. we just ended and went our separate ways. there
should have been a closing, very un-Hawaiian to just end like that. Also felt breakfast buffet should have been served on the last day since there was no lunch provided. this
was the time to showcase hawaii and i think it was poor.

Incredibly well organized!

Thank you for all that you did to put this event together...it was greatly appreciated.

I did not feel very welcomed by the UH staff. They were not very friendly to me and did not allow me to fulfill my volunteer role. In addition, the disparity in sizes of conference
rooms seemed to give preference to some presentations over others. The UH presentations seemed to be given larger spaces. Overall it was a good conference, but the hosts
were not very hospitable.

I thought the concurrent workshops were just okay. That reinforced that our institution and system is actually innovative and doing wonderful things that are helping our
students.

Tahnk you for all your hard work, it is much appreciated!

With the amount of work that went into making the poster, I wouldn't do it again knowing how little traffic it would get.

The conference should have been advertised as March 5-6, with option to attend pre-conferences on March 4th. I paid and attended the pre-conferences, which were excellent.
However, there were people in the room that slipped in at the last minute and in overhearing their conversation they seemed unaware that they were supposed to register
before hand.

Wondered how presentations are selected and assigned rooms and time slots. It was announced that the region had the most conference proposals submitted. The host school
at 15 presenters. Wondered why there wasn't more university involvement from the region.

The break out rooms from the sessions where too small. Participants had to be turned away from sessions.

Require presenters to upload slides to Guidebook in advance for those who are unable to make it to the sessions due to capacity or have more than 1 session that are of
interest. Hotel Lunch: I thought it was strange that there was a head count for the attendance of this conference but our waiter informed us that they had run out of dessert, so he
could bring us fruit.

The conference was very organized and the planning team was great.

Would've been nice to include other local universities in the steering committee but then maybe it was just specific for UH to host. It would've been a great opportunity for local
universities to bond and share ideas.

I really enjoyed Leon F. and Nikki L. as hosts, they are so funny! I also think everyone who hosted and/or volunteered did a fantastic job! You rock UH!

None

Charlie Nutt was fantastic! I heard him a couple of times and certainly did not disappoint. He's so genuine!

Great job! Looking forward to my next conference.

Almost every session had some form on interaction -- bravo! Hotel staff were really great. Folks in GREEN were knowledgeable, helpful, friendly and truly exhibited ALOHA!
Only problem was the thin room dividers during some of the breakouts (Plumeria Rm) --- the laughter and boisterous speaker from the other room was a bit distracting.

This was my first NACADA Conference, and I enjoyed this learning opportunity!

Somehow I am not on NACADA's distribution of information list. I do not receive regular emails from NACADA. I hope this can be fixed. I know the survey is supposed to be
anonymous, but my name is Barbara Joyce and my email is barbaraj@hawaii.edu. I hope you can get me added to the list! Thanks!

Great job to host committee, what a great time. Mahalo.

Great to learn the Hawaiian culture.

Great experience!

The conference was wonderful! Well organized, excellent presentations, warm welcome reception with awesome emceess (great way to start the conference), and excellent
keynote speaker and topic in Charlie Nutt. Awesome job with the conference planning!!!

Overall, good concurrent sessions and great pre-conference sessions with Utah State University on Wednesday afternoon

Great job, Conference Committee! Mahalo!

The WiFi was intermittent. There were times when it was really slow. The WiFi negatively effect the use of the Guidebook. I think the program on the Guidebook was great, but
there were problems accessing and submitting the session evaluations.

I have been to very few regional conferences (normally I do annual) I really recommend regional since connections and community are better cultivated. It was great

The planning committees hard work is GREATLY appreciated!!

great job putting it all together! Wish there was even more flavor of Hawaii and less big-box chains

I think the rooms were a little small. In the first two sessions that I attended, people were sitting on the floor. One presentation, #196- The Four Fishes, I could not attend because
the room was so full.

Great job!

this was a great conference, eveything was organized and well thought out. the aloha spirit was definitely evident throughout the conference

Having somewhere participants can look for roommates/post openings in their room would have been helpful. The conference planning committee and volunteers did an
amazing job. Everything was really great and I appreciated the hard work and efficiency of the conference planning folks!

Thank you for all the work the planning committee did to make this a successful, meaningful conference!

Text Response



Thank you for all the work the planning committee did to make this a successful, meaningful conference!

I really enjoyed the conference.

It would have been nice if some of the concurrent sessions had been less repetitive. It was also a bummer to go to a session only to find out that the recommendation for better
campus engagement was to be an adviser for a club. Overall the experience was amazing and well done. I'm looking forward to my next conference!

Enjoyed listening to the conference hosts the welcome reception -very warm, funny and engaging! I felt very comfortable and relaxed at this conference! People seemed
friendlier and more open to networking then at past regional conferences.

This conference was well put together and it showed in the smooth operation, helpful volunteers and fast responses.

Great job! The committee did a wonderful job with the conference and keeping things organized and moving smoothly!

thoroughly enjoyable and fulfilling

Thank you very much to the chairs and committee members and volunteers. All their hard work made the conference go so well. Appreciate their dedication and generosity of
time and energy!!

Loved the pre-conference sessions (The Road to Self-Care & Mandatory Advising - Can we do that?). Both sessions were worth every penny!

the conference just kind of ended late Friday morning; the organization of the registration table was a little confusing (signage might have helped), but otherwise the conference
was amazingly well organized and run; it would have been nice for parking information (including any discounts) for folks driving to the conference to be included on the
website

Total Responses 50

Statistic Value



11. What conference costs were covered by your institution? In the comments
section, indicate other sources of funding or any explanations of your answers to
help us in our future planning.

1 Conference registration fee 94 98%

2 NACADA Membership 67 70%

3 Hotel expenses 64 67%

4 Mileage and tolls 27 28%

5 Airfare 66 69%

6 Meal expenses 58 60%

7 Other: 7 7%

8 Further comments about your response: 5 5%

bag fees on airline

Faculty Funds Committee

I paid the costs myself.

ground transportation

On campus grants from Advising Council
and another area on campus

preconference

Campus travel grant for presenters, department funding

NACADA Award Travel Stipend

should have allowed earlier reservation blocks!

We received one time additional funding in our college and a portion of that was designated for advisor professional development.
This is the first, and could be only, time my institution contributed to my attendance expenses.

kama'aina - other expenses not relevant

Min Value 1

Max Value 8

Total Responses 96

# Answer Bar Response %

Other: Further comments about your response:

Statistic Value
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